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TIT FOR TAT ON TRADE CAUSES MARKET TREMORS
There has been significant volatility this week, mainly caused by the on-again off-again relationship between China and the US. The White House 
publication of an extensive list of tariffs on a multitude of products sent markets down initially, before reassuring briefings from senior officials caused 
some recovery. Things got worse when China responded with its own hit list, before calming things down by announcing that they remain open to talks 
on trade. At the time of writing the headlines are reading “China vows to fight to the very end” - here we go again.

Markets hate uncertainty, and unfortunately this has been the defining feature of the Trump presidency. With no one able to convey policy without risking 
being undermined by a stray tweet, we won’t know what trade restrictions to expect until they’ve already been imposed. This means we’re at the mercy 
of market analysts for their insights. As these are often hopeless, expect these wild market fluctuations to continue. 

WORLD: EQUITIES EDGE HIGHER AS TRADE TENSIONS THAW
Despite the rocky beginning and end, global equity markets climbed higher this week 
in response to signs of thawing trade tensions between the US and China. In a series 
of tweets last weekend Trump further heightened concerns about both the future of 

international trade and the dominant tech sector, helping the S&P 500 to fall below its 200-day 
moving average on Monday. This came a day before the announcement of plans for a 25 percent 
tariff on 1333 different products imported from China. Soon after, the country retaliated with the 
threat of heavy tariffs on $50bn of US goods.

However, things began to improve later in the week with the revelation that talks had been held 
between the Chinese ambassador to Washington and US Secretary of State John Sullivan. US 
chief economic advisor Larry Kudlow also reiterated that “none of the tariffs have been put in 
place yet. These are all proposals”. Signs that diplomacy could prevent an all-out trade war 
caused investors to move away from safer gold and bonds, helping global equities to recover 
some of the losses made earlier in the week. However, China is now threatening to take the US 
to the WTO and Trump has threatened another $100bn in tariffs.

TECH: FACEBOOK EASES WHILE SPOTIFY CRACKS ONTO MARKET
Shares in Facebook have made some recovery on the back of comforting comments 
made by founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg. On Wednesday, he reiterated that there 
has not been any “meaningful impact” on business following the Cambridge Analytica 

scandal and that he has no intention of stepping down as CEO. He also confirmed that he 
will testify to both houses of US government next week about the social network’s handling 
of sensitive data. Shares began to recover despite the revelation that up to 37m more users 
may have had their personal information shared improperly with the political consultancy than 
initially expected.

Meanwhile Spotify, the Swedish music and video streaming service, began trading on the New 
York Stock Exchange through an unconventional direct listing, ending its first day of trading 
up 12.9 percent. The success of the listing could pave the way for companies wanting to list 
without having to sell new shares while saving millions in underwriter fees. The listing wasn’t 
all plain sailing however; the NYSE mistakenly erected a Swiss flag to celebrate the launch of 
the Swedish company.

THE MARKETS THIS WEEK
FTSE 100

+2.03%
S&P 500 
+2.22%

Nikkei 225
+0.53%

Euro Stoxx 50 
+2.31%

Hang Seng 
-3.07%

US 10 Yr
+0.09%

UK 10 Yr
+0.06%

Brent Crude
-1.72%

Gold
+0.17%

Wheat
+2.00%

GBP USD 
+0.05%

UK: NEW FCA RULES SEND ASSET MANAGERS HIGHER 
Shares in big UK fund houses spiked this week in response to the announcement 
of weaker than expected regulations aimed at improving competition in the asset 
management industry. On Thursday, the Financial Conduct Authority announced 

that a package of “remedies” will be implemented over the next 12-18 months, following a 
consultation on its detailed report of the market which was published last June. These measures 
include the requirement for fund managers to make an “annual assessment of value” and to 
appoint at least two independent directors to their boards. Firms have 12 months to implement 
these new rules.

The regulator has also announced changes to facilitate the movement of investors into 
cheaper share classes and to ensure that both fund objectives and the extent to which funds 
are benchmark-constrained are expressed more clearly to investors. Also announced were 
measures to tackle the phenomenon of closet tracking. The share prices of big UK asset 
managers including Jupiter, Schroders and Standard Life Aberdeen jumped on the news.
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